We, the SENIOR CLASS OF 2020, recognize that graduation is a formal ceremony of decorum. Graduation is scheduled for Monday June 1, 2020 at 8AM. We wish for this to be a prestigious event remembered for years to come. It is for this reason that we agree to the following terms:

Before participating in the graduation ceremony:

- Students who have exceeded five absences in any class (per semester) must complete ALL make-up hours by May 29, 2020.
- Any and all fines or obligations must be cleared with the bookkeeper by June 1, 2020. If obligations fail to be met, diploma and transcript will be held.
- Any student who receives disciplinary action which results in an out of school suspension or placement at the Disciplinary Alternative Education Program (DAEP-PISTD Opportunity Center) must complete the disciplinary assignment by the end of the last day of class instruction. Any student sent to OC or JJAEP after April 6 will not be able to participate in graduation ceremonies.

For the graduation ceremony, we will:

- Arrive at the PFIELD on time (no later than 7:00 am)
- Be alcohol and drug free;
- Be dressed appropriately;
- Not chew gum;
- Behave appropriately;
- Respect the speakers;
- Applaud appropriately; and
- Abide by all PFISD rules and student code of conduct

Required Appropriate Dress is defined as:

- Adhere to dress code within the guidelines of PFISD and PHS policies, warm weather attire which follows PFISD dress code. (Shorts and t-shirts are fine.)
- Appropriate footwear following PFISD dress code – with the exception of- no heels or wedges.
- Caps -- may be decorated on top only. (Nothing should be hanging off the top or sides) Any messages should be appropriate and fall with-in the student code of conduct
- No unauthorized cords

Purses/bags shall NOT be brought to the check in as the student will not be able to carry them during the ceremony

*Unacceptable behavior before, during, or after the ceremony is defined as: Inappropriate public behavior (i.e. gymnastics, pranks, obscene gestures, yelling, bringing toys, noise makers, flying objects, laser pointers, food, animals, throwing objects, etc.)

Failure to comply with the requirements above will result in loss of privilege to participate in the graduation ceremony and or disciplinary penalties/consequences. Any disciplinary penalties/consequences, including required community service, must be completed before receiving diploma.

I, ________________________________, as a member of the Pflugerville High School Class of 2020, will abide by the provisions of this contract and will encourage my peers to do the same in order to ensure a ceremony with dignity. I understand that failure to comply with this contract and the rules of PFISD, and PHS might result in my immediate dismissal from the ceremony or school and disciplinary penalties/consequences.

____________________________________    _________________________________    __________________    ___________________
Student Signature         Print Student Name                   Student ID #                Date

As a parent/guardian of a graduating senior, I support this contract and encourage the 2020 seniors to abide by the stated provisions. By signing this contract, I understand that failure of my senior to comply may result in his/her immediate dismissal from the ceremony or school and disciplinary penalties/consequences.

_____________________________     _________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature
Date

YOU MUST ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT AND AGREEMENT VIA GOOGLE FORM OF EXPECTATIONS BEFORE RECEIVING YOUR GUEST GRADUATION TICKETS. FAILURE TO RETURN CONTRACT WILL RESULT IN YOU NOT PARTICIPATING IN GRADUATION CEREMONIES.